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Furloughs possible, retrenchments not necessary for
upcoming fiscal year
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Retrenchment of tenure and tenure-track faculty for the 2011-2012 fiscal year will not be necessary, according to both
Interim President Dr. David Werner and Dr. John Kilmarx, Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs.

Retrenchment happens when a faculty member's position is dissolved. Due to rights under the collective bargaining
agreement, he or she may have the right to move into a different position, regardless of whether someone holds that
position at the time.

"When a position is no longer necessary and the employee sitting in that position is informed that position is no longer
needed, there are two diffeent words used to describe what happens when that position disappears," Kilmarx said.

One is retrenchment, which applies only to tenure and tenure-track faculty. The  other is furlough.

A furlough is equivalent to retrenchment, only it applies to just about everyone else – professional staff, clerical staff,
and other such positions.

Neither term applies to temporary faculty who are employed only on a semester or academic-year basis.

The equivalent would be for the temporary employee to just not be rehired.

Kilmarx stressed that retrenchment and furloughs have nothing to do with the employee involved – it is decided based
on the position.

In a Sept. 29 faculty- and staff-wide email, Werner assured faculty that retrenchment will not be necessary.

"I am notifying today IUP's APSCUF leadership that our budget planning has progressed to the point that it will not be
necessary to retrench tenure or tenure-track faculty for fiscal year 2011-2012," Werner said in the email.

"While this particular issue has been resolved," it continued, "this fact remains:  IUP faces very significant budget
challenges for [2011-2012]."

While both he and Kilmarx have said that retrenchments will not be necessary, furloughs are a possibility.

"I don't know," Kilmarx said in regard to how likely they are. "I really don't know. I hope it would be one of our last
resorts."

There are too many unknowns and variables, he said, like the state economy, the new governor, and decisions made
by the Pennsylvania State System of Higher Education Board of Governors.

He also said that due to normal attrition, it is possible that no one will lose a job.

Hiring will also not be affected. He said the provost has actually just approved the search for 22 tenure-track faculty.

"Review is always an ongoing project," he said. "Change is good. And we're trying to respond in a humane way to the
changes."

Kutztown, a PASSHE university of 10,700 students and 330 faculty, will eliminate six faculty positions at the end of the
2010-2011 school year, according to an Oct. 19 article in the Reading Eagle. In addition, there has been a moratorium
placed on the theater and nursing programs, and the academic advisement program will be cut at the end of the
school year.
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